ABSTRACT We report here the complete genome sequence of porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) strain ZJ/ZX2018-C10, isolated from infected piglets in Zhejiang Province, China. The genome sequence was highly similar to AH2012, a highly virulent Chinese PEDV strain. It will help in understanding the molecular and evolutionary characteristics of PEDV in China.
replicase polyprotein, nucleotide 293 to 12616 for 1a and nucleotide 12616 to 20637 for 1b; spike (S) protein, nucleotide 20634 to 24791; open reading frame 3 (ORF3), nucleotide 24791 to 25465; envelope (E) protein, nucleotide 25446 to 25676; membrane (M) protein, nucleotide 25684 to 26364; nucleocapsid (N), nucleotide 26376 to 27701; and 3= UTR, nucleotide 27702 to 28035. The complete genome sequence of ZJ/ZX2018-C10 shares 98.4%, 97.1%, and 96.3% nucleotide sequence identities with strain AH2012 (GenBank accession number KC210145), strain virulent DR13 (GenBank accession number JQ023161), and vaccine strain CV777 (GenBank accession number KT323979), respectively. Interestingly, strain ZJ/ZX2018-C10 possesses one unique deletion site compared to strain AH2012 (nucleotide 24225 to 24227) in the S gene, resulting in a single-amino-acid deletion ( 1198 T). Of note, the deletion site is in the S2 domain of the S protein. These findings suggest that ZJ/ZX2018-C10 is a novel PEDV variant. The genome information of strain ZJ/ZX2018-C10 will promote a better understanding of the evolutionary characteristics and molecular epidemiology of PEDV in China.
Data availability. The genome sequence of PEDV strain ZJ/ZX2018-C10 has been deposited in GenBank under the accession number MK250953.
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